
What Is the Teacher Incentive Allotment? 

HB 3 established the Teacher Incentive Allotment (TIA) to recognize effective teachers on three different 
levels: Recognized, Exemplary and Master. These teacher designations generate additional teacher-
focused allotment funding for districts in order for them to reward their top performers. 

 

What Is a Designation? 

Teacher designations generate additional teacher-focused allotment funding for districts to reward and 
retain their most effective teachers. Teachers earn designations through two different routes. First, 
National Board Certified teachers are eligible to earn a Recognized designation. Second, districts may 
designate their effective teachers when they are approved for a local teacher designation system. The 
approval process is multi-step and includes the submission of a system application to the Texas 
Education Agency (TEA) and then a data validation process through Texas Tech University. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Palestine ISD applied and was approved for Cohort A of the Teacher Incentive Allotment. Cohort A only 

included the following teaching assignments: 4-8 Math, 4-8 Reading, Algebra I, and English II. The first 

designations were based upon 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 data for both T-TESS and Student Growth on 

STAAR with money being allotted and paid out in 2019-2020.  

• The first year, 10 teachers were designated with 8 at the Recognized level and 2 at the 

Exemplary level.  

• No teachers were added in 2020-2021 due to incomplete data caused by the COVID shutdown 

the previous year.  

• In 2021-2022, 10 new designations were submitted and approved with 2 teachers moving from 

Recognized to Exemplary and 8 completely new designations, 7 at the Recognized level and 1 at 

the Exemplary level. 

In 2021-2022, Palestine ISD submitted an expansion application that increased the plan to encompass all 

teachers, no matter the grade or the content. This plan was approved and the data collection year for the 

additional teachers is 2022-2023. 

Every 5 years the district has to reapply to have their plan approved. As a Cohort A district, we are 

required to submit a renewal application in 2022-2023. This plan is due on April 17, 2023. If you are 

interested in serving on a committee to review and create the renewal application, please contact Sharon 

Reed at sreed@palestineschools.org. 
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